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The Color Orange



In this unique story, readers will learn about 
three main and chosen things.The first thing 
I will be urging your interest in is about the 
color orange in the rainbow. The second 
thing is that orange is many people's favorite 
color. The last but not foremost will be that 
orange is the color of the University of 
Tennessee.



The color orange is in the rainbow with all 
the other beautiful colors. A rainbow is 
actually  raindrops with the sun’s rays going 
through the rain and creating a color like 
orange. Orange is the combination of the 
colors red and yellow. When in the rainbow 
the color orange relieves boredom and helps 
to relax. According to Crystal Cure.com “the 
color orange represents creativity.”



When you look at the world many people 
have favorite things. Well many people 
accept orange as their favorite color. 
Sarah Wimer a 7th grader at Booth 
School loves the color orange.



I agree with Sarah 100% of the way. 
People who love the color orange most 
likely has joy that overrules their sad 
emotions. Therefore, they will most likely 
be a very good friend. Sarah Wimer is like 
that everyday. Every time she laughs and 
I hear her I get a smile on my face. Even 
when i’m very mad and I have had a very 
bad day she makes me feel happy.



The color orange can also be a college’s 
school color like the University of 
Tennessee. That college is the color orange 
everywhere and every way.



The University of Tennessee’s Alumni first 
decided to go with the color orange because 
of its appearance. Orange was the school 
color in 1869 when the alumni agreed on it.



The first college to come up with its school 
color in Tennessee is UT in Knoxville in 
1794. “The school is now one of the best 
schools in America.” replies my cousin 
Steven. Steven likes the color orange, he 
says, “It regenerates my youth inside of me.”



Orange among all the other colors,is a 
popular color. So when you look at colors 
remember that orange is a great color too. 
Don’t just judge the color orange by its 
appearance,but look or research its 
meaning. You see I am very creative so 
orange fits me very well.



About the author:

Kevin is very creative he likes the color 
orange and hopes after you read this you 
will too. This story was actually written for 
someone.




